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View Downstream Spectrum
from Any Location Right on a Tablet
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SEE ISSUES LIKE:
• Excessive tilt and 

Spectrum suck outs
• Overdriven channels 

and RF notches
• Standing waves and 

Resonant peaking
• Ingress and other 

interference

REMOTE DOWNSTREAM ANALYZER

FEATURES:

• Remote visibility of all downstream channels
• Compare spectrum for two modems simultaneously
• Runs on tablets

BENEFITS: 

• Lower capital expenses by eliminating the need for expensive test equipment
• Improve troubleshooting accuracy and avoid unnecessary truck rolls
• Increase customer satisfaction with faster repairs and fewer service calls

RF Inspector from ZCorum gives your technicians the ability to securely view 
and analyze downstream spectrum data right on a tablet. 

With RF Inspector you can remotely view and analyze the entire spectrum of 
downstream channels passing through any compatible cable modem or set-top box, 
including video and data channels. There’s no need to drive to multiple locations 
lugging around a meter. You don’t even need to get in a truck. You will have access to 
the same information you would see on a meter connected in the field, but you can see 
it on a tablet from any location you happen to be. You can even view and compare the 
spectrum from multiple modems simultaneously. Try doing that with a meter.

Securely in your control
How do we do it? ZCorum’s RF Inspector leverages a DOCSIS-standard feature in newer 
cable modems and set-top boxes that allows for full spectrum capture. Our RF Inspector 
server-side component resides in your facility, where it securely communicates with 
the compatible CPE on your network. You use an administration console in the server 
software to control who can view the spectrum data via our RF Inspector app.

Only $9.95 per year
The RF Inspector app is only $9.95 per year, regardless of how many modems you have 
on your network. The server software is only $1,495 per year, and for NCTC member 
companies it’s available for free. Compare that to the hundreds of dollars that you would 
spend for a single, basic meter. You can give more people in your organization access to 
a powerful spectrum analysis tool on a device they use every day, significantly reducing 
equipment costs, truck rolls and time spent in the field tracking down problems. Plus, 
when problems are resolved sooner, subscribers are happier.
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